PG Bison
Cladding
Solutions

If walls could talk…

Set the scene with PG Bison
Wall Cladding solutions.

Complete cladding from PG Bison.

Versatile solutions for every
imagined application.

Travellers at OR Tambo International rush

The scene at OR Tambo International

From airports to shopping malls, boardrooms to bedrooms, PG Bison offers cladding solutions for every

through a crowded corridor clad with

is a little different. Twenty years

application. Versatile and efficient, the materials are available in a broad range of colours and finishes
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ago, the airport came to PG Bison

with various levels of resistance to mechanical, chemical and environmental damage.

browse for goods in a stylish Boardmans

for a durable material to clad the

shop clad with MelaWood. Residents
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ride lifts clad with Formica HPL to their
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converted lofts in Cape Town’s Old

people rushing through on a daily

Mutual Building. Employees congregate
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both aesthetically pleasing and extremely strong, with an impressive fire

Formica Board 13 • Deccon Board 13 • Formica HPL

in coaches clad with Formica SolidCore.

rating too. It would have to withstand passengers crowding into corridors,

For low-traffic areas such as retail, office or domestic interiors:

bumping luggage on corners and leaning against walls. Certainly only

MelaWood • BisonPly • SupaPly • BisonDecor • SupaDecor

Cladding. It may not be the focus of your design, but its presence is vital.

one material could hold up in such extreme circumstances.

And it can’t be just any material. It must be versatile, durable and of

Choose from a wide range of materials:
For high-traffic areas such as airports, shopping malls, lifts, hospitals and public buildings:
Formica SolidCore • Formica Board 13 • Formica HPL
For medium-traffic areas such as offices, retail shops and smaller centres:

For façade cladding of buildings, balconies, phone booths, bus shelters and ATM’s:
Exterior grade Formica SolidCore with UV protection

course, fashionable. After all, cladding provides the backdrop; it sets the

In 1989, contractors installed 16 200 m2

stage. And colourful or neutral, high or medium performance grade, the

of Formica SolidCore in seven different

Featured applications:

cladding is part of the story; it creates the scene.

shades of the aptly named ‘Sky Blue’

Staircase, airport panelling, ATM cubicles, interior façade and exterior cladding of buildings

colour series. Today, despite the twenty
Take the scene at Boardmans, for example.

million people that pass through the

When the popular home goods store

airport annually, not a single panel has

needed a fresh look, designers employed

required replacing.

and scratch resistant surface, to establish

As a designer, you know that cladding contributes to the overall effect

a sleek setting for shoppers. Nando’s and

of your design. You need something versatile enough to complement

Pick ’n Pay also use PG Bison materials to

your design and durable enough to protect it. PG Bison offers a variety

clad their interiors, setting the scene for

of options for every scenario. From lower traffic areas like boardrooms

customers to eat and shop in a relaxed

and domestic interiors to high traffic spots like lifts and shopping malls,

environment.

PG Bison has the right material for every application imaginable.

e-mail info@pgbison.co.za
Please contact your sales consultant or Customer Service Centre for further enquiries.
PG BISON CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTRES – 0860 579 196 / 0860 534 216
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MelaWood, with its endless colour options

